
Tilbury 0 Brentwood 2 (att 136) 

A trimmed down tilbury side due to several injuries took to the field for a Tuesday night Velocity 

Trophy fixture with Brentwood Town.  Tilbury’s hopes of avenging a loss to Brentwood in the season 

opener were dashed early on.  Brentwood capitalized on a break down the wing and a shot deflected 

by stand in keeper Luke Morton only to find the feet of Daniel Ogunleye for a 5 yrd tap in on 4 mins. 

The game was all Brentwood in the first 15mins of the game.  On the 14 min mark Andrew freeman 

beat the offside trap to go one on one with Tilbury Keeper Luke Morton, Morton saved well resulting 

in a Brentwood corner.  Brentwood took full advantage of the corner with Matt Cripps finding the 

net to make it a two goal advantage to the visitors. 

Tilbury’s best chance of the half came on 20 mins with Ola Ogunwamide beating an oncoming Jake 

Anderson to side foot goal bound that Cripps was equal to clearing off the line. 

The game started to become a midfield battle with the only real chances falling for Freeman on 36 

mins just shooting wide from a one on one with Morton following a Ryan Boswell Slip wide on the 

right.  Tilbury also had a slight chance 2 mins later, Ola Ogunwamide hitting a left foot strike that 

was saved well and comfortable by Anderson. 

Tilbury came out in the second half looking to reduce the deficit early 5 mins in Ogunwamide blasts 

over and 2 mins later Lewis Smith plays a decent ball through to Ogunwamide who puts his shot 

wide of the target. 

The game then went very flat. No real chances for either side, Brentwood just doing what they have 

to, to manage the game bogging things down in midfield and Tilbury lacking any form of creativity to 

break down the Brentwood team. 

A couple of late chances for both on 85 Luke Wilson saw his header comfortably saved by Anderson 

and on 90 Ogunleye puts the ball over after yet another one on one. 

Tilbury will be looking to bounce back and start to gain some momentum with a game against 

Heybridge Swifts on Saturday 27th November. 

 

Tilbury: Morton, Boswell (Mensah), Stone, Noble, Wilson, Coombes, Spooner, Wright, Mills, 

Ogiunwamide, Smith 

Subs Unused : Worrell 


